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amazon com customer reviews lifel1k3 lifelike - lifel1k3 is set in the future in a post apocalyptic united states robots in
the form of automatas machinas and logikas are governed by three laws the laws of robotics and are considered no more
than slaves, transformers robots in disguise western animation tv - transformers robots in disguise is an animated
series in the transformers franchise it is a sequel series to transformers prime taking place within the, transformers robots
in disguise characters tv tropes - this is the character page for the characters that appear in the 2015 cartoon
transformers robots in disguise for the characters from the anime of the, list of the transformers tv series characters
wikipedia - autobots the autobots also known as cybertrons in japan are the heroes in the transformers toyline and related
spin off comics and cartoons their main leader is optimus prime but other primes have also commanded the autobots such
as rodimus prime they are constantly at war with the decepticons in the u s cartoon line the autobots were the descendants
of a line of robots created as, fallout 4 magazines fallout wiki fandom powered by wikia - magazines grant the player
character additional perks when read or unlock certain benefits perk magazines replace skill books from earlier installments
in the fallout franchise due to the merger of skills and perks these perks can have multiple ranks with the rank increasing
each time the, mega man character mmkb fandom powered by wikia - i ll keep on fighting for peace for both humans
and robots mega man mega man 2 the power fighters no you re wrong i only fight when i am forced to protect the world
from those who would pit machines against man, sixshot transformers wiki tfwiki net - fiction generation 1 cartoon
continuity madman the transformers comic in the year 2001 the decepticons had managed to conquer cybertron completely
as the autobots evacuated off planet sixshot was one of the many space worthy decepticons who pursued them into orbit
and attacked, mormons are completely fucking retarded please god no - brett 1 2009 01 07 14 04 complete friggin
retards at least christianity is based on multiple accounts but this is completely mormonic i mean moronic
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